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What is TheCenter?
Formed in 1998, The Center for Studies in the Humanities and Social Sciences
(TheCenter) is a continuation of a decade-long effort by University of Florida (UF) administrators
to develop methods for measuring and improving university performance.
John V. Lombardi, former UF president and Professor of History, serves as TheCenter
director and lead author of The Top American Research Universities. Elizabeth D. Capaldi,
former UF provost and Professor of Psychology, is currently provost at the University at Buffalo
and plays an active role in TheCenter projects. Other authors include Diane D. Craig, Project
Director; Denise S. Gater, Associate Director of University of Florida Office of Institutional
Research; and, Sarah M. Mendonca, recent University of Florida Ph.D. graduate.
TheCenter staff believes data are a powerful management tool, when combined with
incentives and rewards for good performance. However, it is difficult to know where one needs to
improve without some type of reliable measurement system. Measuring and tracking
performance over time requires a good, stable data set. While commercial rankings may be
interesting, they are not very useful for university administrators because of instability in the
methodology from year to year. TheCenter provides valid and reliable information to other
universities by taking readily available data from nationally recognized and respected sources,
and ensuring it is comparable across institutions.
The University of Florida Bank is an excellent example of how valuable and powerful
good data collection and a strong incentive structure can be. Lombardi and Capaldi developed
this performance-based budgeting method to guide improvement at the UF during the 1990s.
The Bank collected data for each of the academic units on campus and rewarded them for
increased productivity in research or teaching, and for improvement in these areas relative to
their top peers in the country. The effectiveness of these techniques brought national attention
and a commitment to translate the methodology from the particular implementation at one
university to a general set of techniques applicable to any university or other non-profit or
governmental entity.
The Top American Research Universities vs. Other College Rankings
There is a growing trend for researchers, institutions, donors, boards of trustees, and
governments to use various university rankings as a means of measuring the performance of
major higher education institutions. Universities find various ways to rank their performance, and
many books and publications prosper by telling us which institutions are the ten best, the top 100,
the best 50. Most national research universities measure themselves on a wide range of
dimensions that the institution believes important for determining improvement and success. At
the same time, no single indicator or composite number can represent what an individual
institution has done, can do, or will do. To improve the quality and productivity of a major national
research university, its faculty, students, staff, and supporters need to follow a number of
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indicators that, taken together, give a reasonable approximation of accomplishment and strength
relative to the best universities in the country.
A number of college rankings provide this type of information, most notably US News &
World Report’s guidebook, America’s Best Colleges.
The Top American Research Universities differs from US News and other similar college
rankings in many ways. First, it is not a commercial product; there is nothing “for sale.” The goal
of US News is to sell magazines. Change sells magazines even though universities and colleges
do not change much from year to year. As a result, changes in US News rankings are often due
to inclusion of a new measure, a change in how a measure is calculated, or an adjustment in the
weighting scheme. Because of the variation each year, these data do not allow institutions to
measure their performance over time. TheCenter uses the same nine indicators each year and
does not weight the data.
US News includes a component called Academic Reputation which accounts for 25
percent of the institution’s total score—the single most important factor in their rankings. The
reputation score is obtained by sending a survey to university presidents, provosts (i.e., chief
academic officers), and admissions deans and asking them to rate peer institutions’
undergraduate academic programs on a scale from 1 (marginal) to 5 (distinguished). As one
official proclaimed, “I know enough to comfortably rate about ten schools, but after that it is simply
based upon past impressions from one or two people I have met, or it may just be a general
feeling that I have about the institution.” This general feeling may reflect long-held beliefs about
an institution that no longer hold true today. Just as universities change slowly over time, so do
perceptions of those universities. This leaves up and coming institutions at a distinct
disadvantage.
Overall, it is difficult to manipulate the data used by TheCenter in its study. The
institutions themselves report the research expenditure data, which the federal agency collection
the data, the National Science Foundation (NSF), reviews. The data are also crosschecked
against the federal obligations data that is reported by the various federal agencies that provide
research funding to universities. Institutions report data on annual giving and endowment assets
to alumni and in audited financial statements so the risks are high for falsifying information.
Measures of faculty quality come directly from the membership rolls, press releases, and awards
lists. The state and federal governments monitor degree information. Institutions can manipulate
Median SAT scores by what student base is being used or admission policies, but generally
everyone is doing the same manipulations so it probably does not distort significantly the result.
Unlike commercial rankings, TheCenter does not provide an overall rank for the
institutions in the study because we do not believe such fine distinctions exist. Rank ordering
gives the false impression that the precise order of institutions reflects precise differences.
Instead, TheCenter groups together universities that perform well on a similar number of
measures.
TheCenter provides data primarily for the benefit of university administrators and
institutional researchers, and the media—those who want to compare institutions or look at a
university performance over time. For US News and other commercial rankings, the primary
audience is parents and their college-bound children. TheCenter’s focus on research universities
is not as useful to undergraduates looking for a college to attend. It is more useful to graduate
students as is evident from the large number of inquiries we receive from them, particularly
foreign students.
TheCenter Data vs. Raw Data
The raw data used for TheCenter Top American Research Universities project, obtained
from federal agencies and national organizations, often contain information on single campus
institutions, multiple campus institutions, and state university systems, but without clearly
identifying the distinctions. This makes national comparisons difficult and unreliable.
There are several types of university structures and a multitude of ways in which they can
report their data. Some institutions reside within a state system with other institutions. Some are
one institution but have distinct campuses that have separate organizational structures and
administrators and are geographically distant from one another (Indiana University, Pennsylvania
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State University). Some schools that belong to a state university system always report their data
for just their own campus (University of Florida, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill). Others
are in a state university system and report some or all of their data for the system rather than the
individual campuses (University of Colorado, Louisiana State University). In many cases, multiple
campus institutions do not need to provide data by campus because the main campus conducts
the vast majority of research and graduate education. However, in cases where another campus
of the same university or system is a medical institution, it makes a significant difference
(University of Nebraska, University of Kansas, Indiana University, Penn State).
TheCenter, to increase the validity and usefulness of these data, adjusts the reported
figures, when necessary, to ensure that all data represent the strength of a single campus
institution. Given TheCenter’s belief that good data can be used to manage and improve a
university, it is critical that the data always represent what resources are available to a particular
institution and what quality exists at a particular institution. TheCenter includes detailed
methodological notes in its publication and web version that outline the various adjustments
made.
Other unique elements about TheCenter data increase its value to others. TheCenter
replaces missing data with an estimate or substitute figure from another source. Because we use
only a small number of indicators in the study, this is manageable. We rank Institutions on each
of the measures among their public or private peers (control rank) and among all institutions
regardless of their ownership control (national rank). Most raw data only provide the national
rank and do not easily distinguish public versus private universities. Moreover, these original
rankings may not provide as complete a picture because of missing data for a key institution.
TheCenter's online American Research University Data provides a comprehensive set of
data on over 600 institutions. All of the data developed for this project is in downloadable Excel
spreadsheet form because different observers will have different interests or want to construct
alternative analyses.
Distribution of and Response to the Publication
The popularity of TheCenter’s data and publication, The Top American Research
Universities, is evident from the statistics we have collected. The first report was mailed in July
2000 to two thousand individuals—university and college presidents, provosts, librarians, the
media, government officials, and other individuals. On request, we mailed an additional 1,200
copies. Some institutions ordered 30, 50, or even 100 copies. Institutions used the publication or
strategic planning purposes, alumni or foundation board meetings, public relations, and
institutional research. TheCenter received more than 300 inquiries via email, phone or mail.
TheCenter's website (http://TheCenter.ufl.edu) has also attracted considerable attention
around the country and abroad. Since its inception in August 2000, the website has had 57,000
unique visitors to its home page. The site generates an average of 4,700 unique hits per month,
although interest has been on the rise in recent months as we are about to release the second
annual study. Nearly one-fifth of the visitors to the site come from overseas, with more than 100
countries represented. Looking at individual countries, Singapore is the third largest visitor after
Canada and the United States, followed by Japan and the United Kingdom. About 50 unique
visitors came from China. (Chart 1)
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Chart 1
The Top American Research Universities: The Nine Measures
The purpose of The Top American Research Universities study is to chart the
comparative performance of research universities. No available data can accurately capture the
totality of a university’s quality and productivity. Nor can they measure the complete performance
of these complex and diverse institutions. At the same time, some measures provide quite
reliable indicators of institutional performance, even when they do not capture all of that
performance.
We believe the very best colleges and universities compete at the top levels of most
everything they do. The task for these institutions is to improve, measured by what they did last
year and by comparison to what their competitors achieved during the same period.
Any number of indicators serves this purpose, but most observers of high quality
American universities know that research matters more than anything else in defining the best
institutions. In this study, TheCenter includes both the total research and development
expenditures and the highly competitive federally sponsored research and development
expenditures as indicators of research scale. The National Science Foundation (NSF) provides
these data, which reflect only science and engineering fields. However, expenditures in nonscience and engineering fields (e.g., education, journalism, law, business, and fine arts) are
relatively small. Together, these two indicators serve as an institution’s commitment to and
success in research.
While the dollars give a good approximation of research activity, the faculty provide the
critical resource for university success. TheCenter reports the number of members of the
National Academies among an institution's faculty along with the number of prestigious faculty
awards earned as indicators of faculty distinction. National Academy members are those faculty
who have been elected to the highly selective and prestigious National Academy of Sciences,
National Academy of Engineering or Institute of Medicine. Each year we check to see if members
have changed institutions or have gone inactive. Member rolls are on web and updated each
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election. For faculty awards, we use about two-dozen highly regarded award, scholarship and
grant programs, representing the arts and humanities, science, engineering and health fields. If a
multi-year award or fellowship, we only credit it to the faculty member in the year of the initial
reward. These two measures give an indication of both the quality of the faculty and the
institution’s success in attracting them.
Students provide a double indicator by reflecting both the externally perceived quality of
the institution and providing with their own credentials an important contribution to that quality.
For the graduate and research instructional dimension, TheCenter provides the number of
doctorates awarded and the number of postdoctoral appointments supported; for the
undergraduate quality, TheCenter offers median SAT scores as indicators of student
competitiveness. Doctorates awarded are the number of Ph.D.s or Ed.D.s given out in one
academic year, data are available through the US Department of Education’s IPEDS surveys
conducted annually. Postdoctoral appointees, or postdocs, are individuals with science and
engineering Ph.D.s, Medical, Dentistry or Veterinary Medicine degrees who devote most of their
effort to their own research training under temporary appointments within academic departments.
NSF collects the number of postdoctoral employees each year from any doctorate-granting
institution that offers graduate programs in science, engineering or health fields.
Most institutions require entering freshmen to take the SAT or ACT entrance exam before
acceptance. The SAT is more widely used than the ACT. Each institution reports their SAT
verbal and math middle 50% range to The College Board guidebook. TheCenter then calculates
a median score from those ranges. The best research universities spend a significant portion of
revenue on the maintenance of high-quality undergraduate programs, and the median SAT score
serves as an indicator of success in this competition.
Both private and public universities live on the resources generated from many sources,
but critical to their success are the size of endowment assets and annual giving. Endowment
reflects the long-term strength of accumulated private support that delivers an income to
important purposes every year. Annual giving provides an indicator of the current level of an
institution's private contributions both to current expenses and towards increased endowment. By
including both indicators, TheCenter gains the opportunity to note historical and emerging
strength in private support for research universities
Endowment assets are funds that are pooled, representing several years’ worth of gifts
and donations, and a small portion of the interest generated each year from this pool goes to pay
for specific things like faculty salaries or academic scholarships. Some universities like Harvard
have built up enormous, multi-billion dollar endowment funds. Institutions report the market value
of the endowment assets at the end of each fiscal year to several national organizations.
In contrast, annual giving includes only those contributions received in a particular year.
It may be in the form of cash, securities, company products, or property, and come from alumni,
individuals who are not alumni, corporations, foundations, or religious organizations. Institutions
report annual giving to a RAND subsidiary called the Council for Aid to Education in their annual
Voluntary Support of Education (VSE) survey.
TheCenter purposefully limits the number of indicators to nine because too many
measures make it difficult to monitor, interpret, and manage. Many government accountability
programs fail because they simply ask for too much information. The institutions providing the
data are resentful because they spend a lot of time, money and effort collecting these data, and
get little in return. If a university uses a large number of measures to evaluate performance,
everyone will do well in some areas and poorly in others. When the final score appears there is
little difference between the institutions. Thus, there is no real incentive to do better.
However, in addition to these nine key measures, TheCenter does offer an online data
set with a variety of other measures that can aid in analysis—enrollment, composition of the
student body, research discipline focus, and other data that can help give context to the main
indicators of academic strength.
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The Top American Research Universities: The Tables
A key feature of The Top American Research Universities report (available online and in
print) is TheCenter's classification of universities into groups based upon the nine quality
indicators described above. To be included in this study, institutions must have more than $20
million in annual federal research expenditures.
Universities and colleges that rank within the top 25 on at least one of the nine measures
fall into our definition of a top research university. Beginning with the 2001 report, we also
present a second group of institutions: those ranking 26-50 on the same nine measures. The Top
American Research University tables group the institutions by the number of indicators for which
the institution ranks in the top 25 (or 26-50). The top group consists of those private or public
universities that rank in the top twenty-five on all nine indicators included in this study, the second
group includes those with eight indicators in the top twenty-five and so on. Within groups, the list
is alphabetical. The tables display the top national universities (comparing all institutions
regardless of whether they are publicly controlled or privately owned), as well as separately
display the top public and the top private institutions.
TheCenter has no interest in rank ordering the universities included in this study. Indeed,
the precise ranking of individual universities on each indicator tells less than the clustering of
universities within groups. While this methodology will not solve the age-old problem of
determining which is the "best" university in the country, it does give a reasonable approximation
of which universities appear to be the strongest across a variety of different dimensions. (Tables
1 and Tables 2).

Table 1a
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Table 1b and Table 1c
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Table 1d and Table 1e
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Table 1f and Table 2a
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Table 2b and Table 2c
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Table 2d and Table 2e
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TheCenter 2001 Report: Major Findings
Included in The Top American Research Universities report is an analytical section. This
year TheCenter examined the variables that may influence an institution’s ability to compete for
federal research. The structure of the university does not appear to matter. We find among our
top universities, representatives from all types of university systems and level of centralization.
Ownership (public vs. private) does matter. Privates dominate the very top of the federal research
market, but more public universities than publics are in the competition. A comparison of the top
100 privates and top 100 publics show the dramatic decline of private universities who are able to
compete for federal research. The top 12 private universities outperform their top 12 public
counterparts, but after rank 12 they consistently under perform compared to their similarly ranked
public peers, dropping below the $20 million cutoff at around rank 45. (Chart 2)

Chart 2
Some people argue that the top schools are at the top simply because they are big or
because they have a medical school. The data suggest that size does matter to some degree,
but much more for public than for private institutions. For size, we use student enrollment
because accurate faculty size data are not available. The scatter plot displays undergraduate
enrollment for universities with more than $20 million in federal research expenditures and
excludes standalone medical schools. It clearly shows privates have smaller enrollments than do
their public counterparts, but at the same time, it shows no simple linear relationship. Large and
small institutions, private and public, appear at all levels of research performance. An additional
perspective on the issue of enrollment involves the relationship between graduate enrollment and
federal research. While the relationship is stronger, and similar among public and private
institutions, this is as expected because some (but not all) graduate enrollment is simply a
reflection of the size and capacity of an institution’s research program. (Chart 3 and Chart 4).
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Chart 3 and Chart 4
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Medical schools help but do not guarantee success. Many medical institutions focus on
turning out doctors and conduct very little research. The key contribution that a medical school
makes to a research university is the surplus revenue it may generate to subsidize other
research, namely high-quality biomedical and life science research. (Chart 5)

Chart 5
In short, research university success depends on many things done well and no
institutional characteristics predict who will succeed in the research competition.
The Size Factor
Many university people have suggested TheCenter staff normalize the data using faculty
size. As noted before, a major obstacle is the fact that there is no reliable source for research
faculty counts. While all universities report various faculty numbers to national agencies and in
response to a variety of surveys, the methodologies used to produce these data vary significantly
by institution, making them extremely unreliable. This is described in detail in a paper available
online at TheCenter website. If we could fully identify the full-time equivalent research faculty on
a standard basis across institutions, our hypothesis predicts that this number would be an
excellent predictor of research success.
Despite the lack of good faculty numbers, there is another problem with normalizing by
faculty size. TheCenter’s focus is on the total institutional performance rather than the
productivity of its faculty members. It may well be that a small university is, per capita, equally or
more productive than a large university but if they do not have a significant market share and do
not compete for large awards, it is hard to state that the institution as a whole is of higher quality.
Per capita faculty productivity is a very different but important question. If valid and reliable
faculty numbers are available in the future, this measure of productivity would be an additional
piece of information and would not replace the current structure now in place.
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Change in Federal Research
TheCenter also examined change in federal research over the past decade. Nationwide,
federal research expenditures grew at a rate of 25.3% in constant 1998 dollars (i.e., adjusted for
inflation) between 1990 and 1999. As a group, public universities have performed better than
private institutions in this competitive arena. (Chart 6).

Chart 6
Improvement in rank does not always mean a corresponding increase in research dollars.
Rank change depends upon what the institution does, as well as what its closest competitors do.
Change in rank is greatest among those with the least research; there is little change among the
top institutions. (Chart 7).
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Chart 7

Conclusion
For all of the similarity in their organizational models, American research universities
have many different strategies for success. No single characteristic appears to explain
competitive achievement, but instead, the right combination of elements matched with an
institution's resources and opportunities is what appears to drive the most successful institutions.
To maintain or improve their competitiveness in these marketplaces, universities almost certainly
need to understand the relationship between their investments in research and student support
and the results they achieve. Some universities may be wealthy enough to avoid the discipline of
measuring results, but most institutions are not. Our goal in The Top American Research
Universities project is to provide useful data that present institutions within their competitive
context as a tool for measuring and improving research university performance.
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